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 supremum over all real x of jFn(x)-F(x)l is greater than any given positive
 quantity converges to zero as n increases. Using P61ya's lemma, it can be
 shown that in the case where F is a distribution function with jump-points (if
 any) occurring only as upper limit points of open intervals on which F is
 constant, then the convergence is uniform almost surely.
 An example is given of a process, with identically distributed variates,

 satisfying

 Fn converges to F pointwise almost surely,

 but not satisfying

 Fn converges to F uniformly almost surely, in which F is increasing on the
 interval [0, ] and has only one jump-point, x = ?.

 In conclusion it is noted that if certain conditional probabilities remain in
 bounded ratio to the corresponding unconditioned probabilities the con-
 vergence is uniform almost surely and that this may be extended to a necessary
 and sufficient condition.
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 It is perhaps not surprising that the following result is true.

 Theorem. Suppose K1, K2," - - are independent and identically distributed
 (i.i.d.) random (a.s. non-empty) compact sets, such that (IIJK1I) <oo. Then,

 (K(1K2('-... E K,)/n--(C(KI))a.s., as n---oo.
 Of course there are many things to define before the above theorem makes
 sense. But the analogue to the strong law of large numbers for random
 variables, is clear; if we 'add up' enough independent copies of a 'random'
 object and appropriately normalize, then provided a finiteness condition holds,
 the result is virtually the 'expectation' of the (convex hull of the) original
 objects. The precise formulation may be found in Artstein and Vitale (1975)
 and Cressie (1978).

 The natural question now to ask is whether a central limit theorem holds for

 i.i.d. sets; i.e. is there a result which allows us to gauge the rate of approach to
 %(C(KI)) in the theorem? To answer this question we need the following
 definitions.

 Definition. For A1, A2 c Rd, A, E , define

 AAl 1@,A2= {Aal + a2: a E A,, a2 E A2}.
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 Definition. The Hausdorff distance between two sets A1, A2 of Rd is defined
 as,

 p(A1, A2)= inf {A: A, c A2,AB, A2c AAXB}, where B {a:jjajjll_- 1}.
 A central limit theorem certainly holds in the following special case:

 Proposition. Let K be a two-valued random compact convex set; i.e.

 K=JA w.p.p. W ,; p+q=1. Bw.p. q

 Suppose K1, K2," - - are i.i.d. as K. Then,

 lim Prp(K An ) Pr{lZl5x}, where Z--N(O, 1). ,-- o JNnpq p(A, B)
 Proof. Let S W, #A's present in K1, K2," ? , K,. Then provided np - S,,

 KI ... (DK,, = C((np - S,)B,
 and

 npA (nqB = C((np- S,)A, where C SAA DnqB.
 Now convexity of A and B implies,

 p(CE(np - S,)B, CE(D(np - S,)A) = p((np - S,)B, (np - S,)A)
 = IS, - np p(A, B).

 A similar analysis is possible when np c S,.
 This completes the result, if we recall that

 Pr{IS, - npI/pq5x}--Pr{jZI Z-x}; Z - N(O, 1).
 For more general random sets, the proposition generalizes in a unexpected

 way. The appropriate normalization is still n-1/2
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